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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

My FYP tackles the social issue of the Armenian refugees in Anjar, Lebanon, 77 years after receiving that status. By 
exposing the values of the landscape and the people’s specific way of interacting with nature, my project aims to 
regenerate the village and encourage integration of the Anjarians with the larger Lebanese community.

 During the Armenian Genocide, the Armenians of Moussa Dagh, Alexandretta became refugees. They were displaced from 
their homes and finally settled in Anjar. Their identity as refugees has evolved over time, however, acculturation hasn’t taken place 
yet, since they are self sufficient thus secluded from the rest of the Lebanese and Lebanese-Armenian community. Because of this 
social issue, the village is in a degenerative state and needs to be revitalized.
 
 The issue is tackled through landscape architecture, allowing for small influxes of visitors into Anjar. This way they will get 
accustomed to interaction, and hopefully become integrated with the larger Lebanese communities over time. The design will at 
the same time cater the needs of the Anjarians, revitalizing the village.

 Preliminary research tracked the displacement of the people of Moussa Dagh from their homes to Port Said (Egypt), back 
to Moussa Dagh for a few years then finally to Anjar in 1939. The research had a double focus, the other being the land of Anjar 
and how it had evolved over time from the 1st c. BC till now. The timeline generated from this intensive investigation had multiple 
aspects tackling the development of the different landscape layers. This development was only possible because of the people’s 
understanding of nature, since they’ve transformed a malaria infested swamp into what they refer to as a ‘green paradise’, using 
what the landscape provided them. The materialization of this information shows the natural infrastructure of Anjar.
 
 After understanding the natural infrastructure, it was necessary to zoom in and look at identity from a different perspective. 
Focusing on the residential area allowed me to understand the communal identity of Anjar. However, the meeting point of the 
residential zone with the outside world, i.e. the interface of the village with the archaeological site needed further study. For this 
reason the focus in the next phase was in that area. 
 At this stage, the human landscape was studied and the Anjarians’ way of using vegetation was deciphered. However, 
analysis showed that the ruins are not an element the people identify with, but merely a way to make economic profit. This report 
will cover all aspects of the identity of Anjar, that will act as a basis for design.

 In short, the design will be a series of trails that will pass through places of ecological, social and historical value, i.e. a 
cultural landscape, defined through analysis. These trails will provide the visitor with the tools to decipher the landscape narrative 
of Anjar, meaning its story. Each space will be an interpretive landscape allowing room for the reader’s own interpretation 
depending on their own insights on the sequences of experiences. 
 Moving on from a general strategy, the report will then focus on the segment of the trail covering the residential area, 
where the visitor will read the communal landscape of Anjar. 
 Finally, this report will concentrate on the interface of the village with the Umayyad ruins, their only connection with the 
outside world. Taking advantage of the mixed landuse of that area, the design of this entry point will tackle the needs of both 
the Anjarians and the visitors of this cultural landscape.

 In conclusion, the design will be a landscape narrative through a socio-ecological trail. Thus, by telling the story of Anjar, 
we’ll be ensuring its future.
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INTRODUCTION: EVOLUTION OF THE ARMENIAN REFUGEES IN ANJAR

 As mentioned earlier, in 1939 the Armenian refugees of Alexandretta finally settled in Anjar. Among the lucky ones who 
survived the harsh conditions of the first few years was my great-grandfather and his family. Since then, the area that was a malaria 
infested swamp has evolved into a beautiful village, and its people have evolved from being refugees to the owners and creators 
of that land.
 Growing up in the city, Anjar was where I’d set free. It used to be overflowing with people, especially during the summers. 
In the course of the past 5 years or so, the energy of the village has drained. I realize that could be due to the situation in Syria 
(being located very close to the border), however, I wanted to understand the problem from a landscape architectural point of 
view and possibly find a solution for it.
 Rediscovering my village from a this new perspective was an extremely hard process. Surpassing what I wanted to be true 
with what I knew was true was challenging and it lead me to determine the problematic of my project.

altitude: 950 m
area: 15.5 km2

population: 2500
distance from Beirut: 60 km
distance from Damascus: 60 km

WHY ANJAR?

BRIEF STORY OF ANJAR & THE ANJARIANS

1/45 000Anjar in its context

Damascus highway borders of Anjar international border
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 Armenians had existed in the Alexandretta region ever since the 3rd c. BC, but the village of ‘Mousa Ler’ started taking 
shape much later, during the 17th c. when it was divided into 6 villages (Keboussieh, Yoghun Oluk, Bitias, Vakef, Khederbeg & Haji 
Hababli). During the Armenian Genocide (1915), the people of ‘Mousa Ler’ engaged in a 40 day heroic battle. Being saved by a 
French Navy boat, they departed to Port Sayid, Egypt, where they stayed for 4 years before returning to their home. 20 years later, 
the people of ‘Mousa Ler’ were subject to exodus again, as the French had given their lands to Turkey. The Gulbenkian Foundation 
with the cooperation of the French government relocated the refugees in Anjar, Lebanon. It is interesting to note that the people 
had selected Anjar as their new homes, choosing it from a couple of other options, one being in Saida.
 Once they arrived to Anjar, they lived in tents on top of a small hill (which was later discovered to be Umayyad ruins), to 
be away from the swamps and diseases. As they were trying to drain the swamps, build their homes and survive the harsh winter 
1000 of the 5000 who arrived, died during the 1st year of resettlement. 
 During the 1940’s, around 500 families emigrated to Armenian and founded a new village called ‘Mousa Ler’. Those who 
stayed became farmers, shoemakers, rug-makers or started fisheries. It wasn’t until the 1960’s that the Anjarians started planting 
apple trees and later became famous for it.
 An influx of Armenians to Anjar began during the Lebanese civil war (1976), since it was away from the dangerous areas. 
Likewise, Anjar became a refuge to Syrians of Armenian and non-Armenian origin fleeing the war (2010).

  There are many stories regarding the land where Anjar currently is, some saying it was given to Cleopatra as a gift from 
Marc Antony during the 1st c. BC. Later accounts mention it was passed on to Harod the great and his successors during the 30’s. 
 However, the only real traces of early settlements was of the short-lived Umayyad period during the early 700’s when it 
was used as a commercial hub as it is an intersection of the North-South/East-West axis.
During the 13th c., it was occupied by the crusaders, and during the 17th c. by the Ottomans. No further information could be found 
about the remaining periods, however, Anjar started looking the way it looks today starting September 20 1939, when construction 
of the village started.
 French/Armenian urban planner Hagop Keshishian planned the residential area to look like an eagle, symbolizing the 
strength of the people, incorporating the six villages of ‘Mousa Ler’ in his plans. The main road deviating from the Damascus 
highway separates the village into two, with two wide lateral roads recreate the six neighbourhoods. Narrower transversal and  
lateral roads create residential blocks. He had also planned for 3 churches/schools (orthodox, catholic, protestant), a main 
square, water fountains and cultural/sports institutions. 
 Over time, the 1065 ‘French rooms’ were completed (by 1944), as well as the important institutions (by 1960) and a 
proper infrastructure (1963). Each family was given a 400 m2 property with a ‘French room’ (4x4.5m) and an outdoor toilet, as 
well as 3 pieces of land to be used for agriculture. Starting from 1985, development started all over the village: restaurants, 
commercial structures, industries, widening of main road, renovation of the limits of municipal lots...
 In 1953 the excavation of the ruins started under the supervision of Maurice Chehab, by the Anjarians. and during the 
late 1960’s, the royal gardens of the Umayyad palace were replanted. It wasn’t until 2010 that reconstruction of the Umayyad 
city ‘baths’ took place. The excavation isn’t final yet, less than half of the city has been excavated so far.
 Most recent development projects include lining the irrigation channels with concrete, reforestation of the slopes (funded 
by USAID) and renovation of the sports centre. Anjar has developed into a self-sufficient village.
(More detailed information about the construction of the village can be found in the timeline on the following page.)

Story of the people

Story of the place

Flux of Armenian refugees in 1939Migration of the people of ‘Mousa Ler’
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 The self sufficiency of Anjar has been a two-sided sword. Over the course of the past 77 years, the Anjarians haven’t 
interacted much with their surrounding communities, whether Christian, Muslim, Lebanese/Armenian, Lebanese or Armenian.
 Research on refugee identity showed that usually, when two cultures meet, ACCULTURATION takes place.
1st type of acculturation: ASSIMILATION (cultural integrity of refugees not maintained, they become part of the dominant society)
2nd type of acculturation: SEGREGATION (cultural integrity of refugees maintained, they don’t become part of the dominant 
society)
3rd type of acculturation: MARGINALIZATION (cultural integrity of refugees not maintained, they don’t become part of the 
dominant society)
4th type of acculturation: INTEGRATION / BIOCULTURALISM (cultural integrity of refugees maintained, they become part of the 
dominant society)

 Armenians living in Beirut are different than those living in 
Anjar, since the latter came to Lebanon 24 years later and live in a 
secluded and self-sufficient town. Those living in Beirut have either 
been integrated, assimilated, segregated or marginalized.
 However in Anjar, since interaction hasn’t taken place, 
acculturation hasn’t taken place either, creating social stagnation. 
This issue is leading to the depopulation of Anjar and the 
disappearance of the landscape created by the different people 
who have occupied it. 
 The Anjarians no longer refugees, need to integrate with the 
larger Lebanese community. In order to have a fruitful acculturation 
process, it should be gradual. The landscape architecture has to 
allow the larger community to funnel through it, systematically and 
very slowly the larger Lebanese and international communities into 
Anjar.
 My proposal is to crate a series of trails, appealing to different 
interests, such as a social ecological one, a hydrological one, a 
historical one and a landscape one, though which the visitor will get 
to understand the village and its identity at different scales. These 
trails will form a landscape narrative, connecting distant elements to 
tell a story. The elements consisting of interpretive landscapes, will 
speak to the reader/visitor on a more personal level, allowing them 
to make their own conclusions of the place, while making the existing 
narratives intelligible.
 Hence, by telling the history of Anjar, we’ll be ensuring its 
future.

SOCIAL SITUATION IN ANJAR / ISSUE

Diagrams explaining the different types of acculturation

assimilation segregation

integration / bioculturalismmarginalization

Funnelling down the larger communities into Anjar
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FUNCTIONALITY OF ANJAR / MANIFESTATION OF IDENTITY

 The first step in this phase was to develop a base map on the landscape scale, a 15.5 km2 site. The process required 
meetings with members of the municipality and the water committee and overlaying the cadastral map with the topography map, 
which had to be extracted from Google Earth Pro, since army maps weren’t available at that time.
 The next step was to summarize the intensive research conducted for the timeline in two plans. The focus at this point 
was water and vegetation. Therefore, after multiple site visits, important hydrological layers were extracted and represented 
graphically, such as the natural systems (river, source, wetland), the irrigation systems, the potable water systems, the rain-fed vs. 
well-irrigated areas, as well as the important ecological areas.
 Simultaneously, the different types of vegetation were identified, such as agriculture, thistle, residential gardens, fruit 
orchards and native vegetation (reforestation).

 Complex, interconnected and interesting layers were discovered, leading to the understanding of the natural infrastructure 
of Anjar. The Anjarians had made perfect use of the landscape they were given, without abusing it. They had used the topography 
to create irrigation channels to drain the swamps. The location of the residential areas was very well thought of, placing the 
houses according to the contour lines on the mild mountain slopes, preventing the occurrence of floods. Instead the flatter area 
was dedicated to agriculture, utilizing the two water sources (Anjar and Chamsine) to irrigate most of the agricultural areas, the 
rest requiring a well. They had installed water fountains in the village and later a reservoir on the mountain for potable water. They 
then took advantage of this natural infrastructure to green the village, planting native and fruit trees. 
 The impressive part is that they had accomplished all this within 20 years of settling in Anjar, showing their link with nature 
and their deep understanding of it.

 This chapter is a detailed inventory/analysis of the town of Anjar. It tackles 3 different scales: the landscape 
scale (the cadastral limits of Anjar), the residential area scale (limited to the eagle shaped plan) and the site scale 
(zoom in on the interface between the village and the archaeological site).
 The transitions from one scale to the other i.e. the focus areas were chosen based on conclusions drawn, that will 
be explained at the end of each part.

INVENTORY: LANDSCAPE SCALE

Methodology

Findings

Hima Anjar is one of the very few IBAs (important bird areas) of the 
Beqaa region connected to the IBAs in Syria. Very rare birds have 
been spotted in the cemetery and the archaeological site.

The water sources, Anjar and Chamsine, have 
the highest spring flow rates in the region, an 
advantage to the Anjarians.Am
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Anjar, a land where nature had died

Anjar, now
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potable water system irrigation systems natural systems

well irrigated/rain-fed area

Water systems

Rain-fed lands vs. well-irrigated landsPrimary irrigation channel with concrete lining

Potable water fountains Secondary irrigation channel with concrete lining

1/11 000
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agriculture fruit orchards thistle

reforestation

residential gardens

important ecological area

Types of vegetation

1/11 000

Reforested areas

Residential gardens

Agriculture / fruit orchards

Cemetery: important ecological area (Syrian serin sighting)
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 Anjarians have always utilized herbs found in the wild, especially during 
the few harsh years. The scientific, common, Arabic and Armenian names, along with 
the season/part harvested and medical use were found with the help of Anoush 
Markarian.

Alcea rosea
hollyhock, ختيمة, խուպազ [khu-baz]
summer - flower (tea) - relieves 
irritation and soreness

Armoracia rusticana
horseradish, فجل حار, ավելուք [a-veh-luk]
spring - leaves and roots - fights 
bacterial infections and increases 
perspiration

Brassica juncea
brown mustard, كرنب اسيل, մանիխ 
[ma-nikh]
early spring - seeds - antibiotic

Capparis spinosa
caper, الغبار, սուրը ծաղիկ [su-rə dza-
ghig]
spring - fruit - helps with 
gastrointestinal problems

chicory, الهندباء
Cichorium intybus

early winter - leaves, flowers, roots, sap 
- diuretic, laxative

Ecballium elaterium
squirting cucumber, فقوس الحامر, 
ճռթաթան [djər-ta-tan]
summer/fall - fruit - jaundice, sinusitis

Erodium moschatum
musk stork’s-bill, الرقمة املسكية, իլվիլէկ 
կծէկ [il-vi-leg g-dzeg]
winter - leaves - dysentery

Wild herbs

Eruca sativa
rocket, جرجري, ջրկոտեմ [tchər-goh-dem] 
late spring - leaves - salads

Eryngium creticum
field eryngo, قرصعنة, իլվիլէկ կծէկ [il-vih-
leg g-dzeg]
summer - leaves (cooked) - fights 
Alzheimer’s desease

Eryngium maritimum
sea holly, قرصعنة, սումպաք [sum-bak]
summer - roots (cooked) - aphrodisiac, 
diuretic

Fumaria officinalis
fumitory, بقلة املليك 
summer/fall - leaves (preservative 
in dairy products) - laxative, blood 
purification

Gundelia tournefortii
tumble thistle, عكوب, կանկառ [gan-gar]
early summer - head (cooked)
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Lamium album
dead-nettle
summer - flower (extract/tea) - reduces 
inflammation, sedative

Malva sylvestris

mallow, خبيزة بّرية, խպէյզի [kh-bey-zi]
spring/summer/fall - leaves, flowers, fruit 
- reduces irritation

Matricaria recutita
chamomile, بابونج, ապրիմ-մեռնիմ [ab-
rim mer-nim]
summer - flowers (tea) - insomnia, 
motion sickness

Medicago minima
little bur-clover, դրամ [tə-ram]
summer - flowers, leaves

Papaver rhoeas
corn poppy, خشخاش, շխիխ [shə-khikh]
spring - seeds - relaxes spasms, 
improves digestion

Portulaca oleracea
purslane, بقلة, փրփրիմ [pr-pr-im]
summer - leaves - asthma

Silybum marianum
milk-thistle, خرقيش خامل, խուլիխ [khu-likh]
late spring/mid summer - seeds, leaves, 
roots, flower buds - liver funtion, 
bladder

Taraxacum officinale
dandelion, الهندباء, մերիեմէկ [mer-yem-eg]
spring/fall - leaves, roots flowers

Urtica dioica
stinging nettle, قراص, խիրվտակ խիտ 
[khir-v-dag khid]
early summer - leaves

Vicia lutea hirta
shaggy vetch, գլուրակ [k-lu-rag]
late summer - fruit

Xanthium strumarium
bindweed, اللزيق السلعي, պթրախ [bt-
rakh]
summer - fruits
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cinereous bunting

corncrake

Eurasian penduline tit

great reed warbler

little bittern

moustached warbler

rock partridge

Savi's warbler

Syrian serin

Important birds with ecological significance Ecologically important fauna

badger

porcupine

river otter

red fox

hyena

 Anjar was announced an IBA in 2004, being home to many rare birds as seen 
below. The presence of these birds depends on a suitable environment, signalling the 
ecological health of the wetland as well as the mountainous vegetation.
 Fauna other than birds are also a sign of the healthy ecological cycle in Anjar, 
such as the river otter and the badger.
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 Once the focus area chosen, the base map had to be detailed. For that reason, typical streets were surveyed and 
the remaining were estimated. The following step was to identify the layers to study, such as congregation of people, buildings 
footprint, vegetation, etc...
 Multiple site visits were necessary for this phase and thorough observational skills were used. The aim here was to 
decipher the communal identity. The manifestation of identity on this scale was most interesting, since similarities with their previous 
home of ‘Mousa Ler’ were uncovered. Multiple layers were studied: landuse, water, buildings footprint, congregation of people, 
pervious/impervious surfaces, vehicular circulation, neighbourhoods and hierarchy of roads, housing, fauna, flora.
 At this point, the open/municipal lots were seen as an opportunity and were subject to investigation. This meant studying 
and categorizing each and every public open space in the village, creating a design language and devising an action plan. 
This process helped me narrow down my intentions to be able to focus on one specific site. The categories table can be found 
in the following pages.

 The natural infrastructure has helped the Armenian refugees of the Alexandretta region become the owners of Anjar. 
The manifestation of identity at this scale is in the method of utilizing nature. As mentioned before, the people have made use of 
the topography, water sources, climate and wild vegetation to survive. The intention from conducting this intensive inventory is 
to understand the interaction of people with nature i.e., the landscape. Anjar is different from other Lebanese villages because 
of the people that occupy it. Their specific way of dealing with nature has shaped the way the village functions today, from an 
ecological and social point of view.
 The Anjarians are a people who have the collective memory of the Genocide and exodus from ‘Mousa Ler’. This has an 
immense effect on the current social situation. For this reason, in the next phase we will focus on the residential area, where this 
collective memory is manifested. Focusing on the urban planning, architecture, vegetation, open spaces, landuse, etc..., is studying 
identity on a narrower scale.
 After studying the tangible identity of Anjar, it is now time to study its intangible identity.

 A first interesting aspect of the residential area of Anjar is its streets. Their hierarchy organizes the 6 neighbourhoods and 
locates the 3 schools and churches. This signals the nostalgia towards their homes of ‘Mousa Ler’, which is manifested also in the 
street names. Most names refer to important figures in Armenian and ‘Mousa Ler’-ian history (Ararat st., Sarkis Zeitlian st.), however, 
some streets are named after important Lebanese characters (Gebran st., Cedar st.), showing their desire to be accepted.
 The examination of the buildings footprints indicates the dominance of unbuilt areas over built ones. Supported with the 
vegetated pervious surfaces map, this demonstrates the Anjarians desire to recreate their own villages of ‘Mousa Ler’.
 Another intriguing characteristic is the appeal of civic spaces to the Anjarians. The only places where all genders 
and ages gather are the churches and schools. Gender/age imbalanced gathering spaces are again limited to civic spaces, 
municipal public spaces are ignored. This neglect applies to the once vital water fountains as well, putting in danger important 
aspects of their heritage.
 The disuse of the municipal lots encouraged their investigation, leading to the categories table and action plan. At the 
end of this phase, six main spaces to reconfigure were identified (found in the action plan map). 

INVENTORY: RESIDENTIAL AREA SCALE

Methodology

Conclusion

Findings
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Mt. Sannine

HMEM sports club

Mt. Ararat

Komidas (monk)

Aghajanian

Municipality

Fakhreddine

Shiraz (poet)

Umayyad ruins

Cedar

Jebran

Source

sister Hedwig

Antreassian

Sarkis Zeitlian

Arax riverSt. NaregatsiMashdots (founder of Armenian alphabet)

Street names & their meanings

Diagrams showing how a typical block is structured.
1. house facing the street with a backyard (on 
different levels)
2. houses adjacent to the street having acquired 
the municipal lot
3. houses adjacent to the street having acquired 
multiple municipal lots
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Buildings footprint
1/14000

Vegetated pervious surfaces
1/14000
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Vehicular circulation - hierarchy of roads

Secondary street

Tertiary street (transversal)

Primary street (central spine)

Tertiary street (lateral)

1/14000
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agriculture open space archaeological residential

civic restaurant watercommercial (ground level)/residential

Landuse

1/14000

Civic

ArchaeologicalOpen space

Commercial
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Distribution of water fountains
existing water fountains removed water fountains

1/14000

Present condition of water fountains
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privatepublic semi-private (churches)

Typologies of open spaces

1/14000

Semi-private

Private

Semi-private

Public
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Congregation of people

male youth female youth male adults female adults
1/14000

Our Lady of the Rosary Armenian Catholic church

Armenian Evangelical churchArmenian Apostolic St. Paul church

Central spine / main street
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Categories of open spaces (refer to table, spaces are colour coded)
1/14000

B D

E G

Pictures illustrating the table
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Q4

Q2

N

L

M

Q1K

J

H I



CRITERIA/AREA

MORPHOLOGY & AREA

NEIGHBOURHOOD

A.1 A.2 A.3 A.4 B C.1 C.2 C.3

surrounding the village surrounding the village surrounding the village
surrounding St. Paul 

church
west of Haji Hababli Haji Hababli Haji Hababli Haji Hababli

municipal, residential, 
shams restaurant

residential municipal municipal residential, orchards
residential, orchards, 

church
residential, orchards, 

church
residential, orchards, 

church

wild vegetation fruit orchards fruit orchards fruit orchards pine trees pine trees asphalt wild vegetation

municipality church church church municipality municipality municipality municipality

14000m2 rectangle
185000m2 rectangles 

of different sizes
10000m2 rectangles of 

different sizes
113000m2 

plots
16700m2 rectangles 

alongside street
17800m2 rectangles 

alongside street
2000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

apple orchards apple orchards apple orchards water fountain

water fountain church apple orchards water fountain water fountain

football field agriculture agriculture agriculture open space open space vehicular circulation open space

none none

nonenone

none none

none

none none none none

none none

none

none none none none none none none none none none none none none none none

none none

none

none none none none none none none none none none none none

none

nonenonenone

none none none none none

nonenone

none

nonenone

nonenone nonenone

nonenone nonenonenonenonenonenone

none none

nonenone

none none

preserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preservepreserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preservepreserve preserve preservepreserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preserve preservepreservepreservepreserve preserve preserve preserve preservereplant replant replant replant replant replantreconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the spacereconfigure the spacereconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the space reconfigure the space

acquired by residents pedestrian circulation pedestrian circulation

STRUCTURES THE PEOPLE 
IDENTIFY WITH IN THE AREA

ADJACENCY

STRUCTURES THE PEOPLE 
IDENTIFY WITH NEAR THE 

AREA

LAND-COVER

FORMAL USE

OWNERSHIP

INFORMAL USE

STRATEGY

D.1 D.2 D.3 E.1 E.2 E.3 E.4 F.1 F.2

east of Haji Hababli east of Haji Hababli east of Haji Hababli west of Khederbeg west of Khederbeg west of Khederbeg west of Khederbeg
east of 

Khederbeg
east of 

Khederbeg

residential, municipal residential, municipal residential, municipal
residential, 

church
residential, 

church
residential, 

church
residential, 

church
residential, 
municipal

residential, 
municipal

pine trees asphalt wild vegetation pine trees asphalt vegetation pine trees pine asphalt

municipality municipality municipality church municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality

3700m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3700m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3300m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1200m2 rectangles 
alongside street

4000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1400m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2800m2 rectangles 
alongside street

water fountain water fountain water fountain water fountain

water fountain water fountain church church water fountain, church water fountain, church water fountain

open space vehicular circulation open space open space open space open space open space open space vehicular circulation

acquired by residents pedestrian circulation

F.3 G.1 G.2 G.3 G.4 H.1 H.2 I J.1

east of 
Khederbeg

Vakef Vakef Vakef Vakef Vakef Vakef east of  Bitias Bitias

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, 
archaeological

residential, 
archaeological

asphalt pine trees asphalt wild vegetation garden garden, asphalt asphalt pine pine

municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality

50000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2800m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

500m2 
rectangles alongside 

street

3800m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1600m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

water fountain water fountain

water fountain water fountain, church church water fountain water fountain, church archaeological

open space open space vehicular circulation open space open space vehicular circulation open space open space vehicular circulation

acquired by residents pedestrian circulation acquired by residents pedestrian circulation acquired by residents acquired by residents

J.2 J.3 K.1 K.2 K.3 L.1 L.2 L.3 L.4

residential, municipal residential, municipal residential, municipal
residential, municipal, 

church, 
archaeological

residential, municipal, 
church, 

archaeological

residential, municipal, 
church, 

archaeological

residential, municipal, 
church, 

archaeological

asphalt pine trees pine trees asphalt garden gardenasphaltpine pine

municipality
department of 

antiquities
municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality church

6500m2

street
137000m2

4600m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2300m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2000m2 
rectangles alongside 

street

6500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3300m2 rectangles 
alongside street

1500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

4700m2 rectangles 
alongside street

water fountain water fountain church

church water fountain water fountain water fountain, church church water fountain, church water fountain

vehicular circulation vehicular circulationarchaeological open space open space open space vehicular circulation open space open space

drifting area pedestrian circulation acquired by residents pedestrian circulation acquired by residents

Bitias Bitias west of Bitias west of Bitias west of Bitias east Yoghun Oluk east Yoghun Oluk east Yoghun Oluk east Yoghun Oluk

residential, 
archaeological

residential, 
archaeological

M.1 M.2 M.3 N.1/O.1 N.2/O.2 0.3 P.1 P.2

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal residential, municipalresidential, municipal residential, municipal
residential, municipal, 

church

asphaltpine trees asphaltgardengarden garden asphaltwild vegetation

municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality

1600m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2200m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3200m2/3600m2 
rectangles alongside 

street

1000m2/1500m2 
rectangles alongside 

street

500m2 
rectangle alongside 

street

3000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3500m2 rectangles 
alongside street

water fountain

water fountain

water fountain

water fountain water fountain, churchchurchwater fountain, church

vehicular circulation vehicular circulationopen space open spaceopen space open space vehicular circulationopen space

pedestrian circulation pedestrian circulationacquired by residents acquired by residents pedestrian circulationacquired by residents

Keboussieh Keboussieh Keboussieh west of Keboussieh west of Keboussiehwest Yoghun Oluk west Yoghun Oluk west Yoghun Oluk

residential, municipal, 
church

residential, municipal, 
church

Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.5 Q.6 Q.7

residential, club residential, club
municipal, shams 

restaurant
residential, municipal

residential, municipal, 
church

asphaltpine trees pine trees pine treesasphalt asphalt, vegetation asphalt, vegetation

municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality municipality restaurant shams

2800m2 rectangles 
alongside street

16000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

30000m2 rectangles 
alongside street

3200m2 rectangles 
alongside street

4800m2 rectangles 
alongside street

2000m2 
rectangle alongside 

street

760m2 
rectangles alongside 

street

club club club

open space ornamentalopen space open space open spaceopen space open space

pedestrian circulation gatheringgathering parking

central spine central spine central spine central spine central spine central spine central spine

residential residential, municipal

Characteristics of open spaces

The open spaces were located in their specific neighbourhoods; their adjacency, land-cover, ownership, morphology and area were studied; their formal/informal uses were identified; the possibility that the areas include any features the people identify with was studied;

A strategy was developed to address the different areas; the spaces acquired by residents and pedestrians will be preserved, as well as the ones that have no identifiable features and the ones with an area small than 1500m2; the spaces covered with wild vegetation will be replanted; the rest will be reconfigured
The areas were grouped according to their locations (A, B, C...) and then subdivided according to adjacency, identifiable structures and use (1, 2, 3...); 
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Action plan

reconfigure the space replant preserve
1/14000

Table summarizing the characteristics of the spaces to be reconfigured

B

west of Haji 
Hababli

residential, 
orchards

pine trees

municipality

16700m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

apple 
orchards

open space

none

none nonenone

E.1 E.2

west of 
Khederbeg

west of 
Khederbeg

residential, 
church

residential, 
church

pine trees asphalt

church municipality

3000m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

3300m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

water fountainwater fountain

church church

open space open space

none

none

E.4

west of 
Khederbeg

residential, 
church

pine trees

municipality

4000m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

water 
fountain, 
church

open space

none none

nonenone

G.1 G.2 G.3

Vakef Vakef Vakef

residential, 
municipal, 
church

residential, 
municipal, 
church

residential, 
municipal, 
church

pine trees asphalt
wild 

vegetation

municipality municipality municipality

2800m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

1500m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

1000m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

water fountain

water 
fountain, 
church

church water fountain

open space
vehicular 
circulation

open space

pedestrian 
circulation

none

J.2

asphalt

municipality

6500m2

street

church

vehicular 
circulation

drifting area

Bitias

residential, 
archaeolog-

ical

none

none

L.1 L.2

residential, 
municipal, 
church, 

archaeolog-
ical

residential, 
municipal, 
church, 

archaeolog-
ical

asphaltpine

municipality municipality

6500m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

3300m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

water fountain

water 
fountain, 
church

church

open space
vehicular 
circulation

pedestrian 
circulation

east Yoghun 
Oluk

east Yoghun 
Oluk

none

L.4

residential, 
municipal, 
church, 

archaeolog-
ical

pine

church

4700m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

church

water fountain

open space

east Yoghun 
Oluk

none

Q.4

residential, 
club

asphalt

municipality

3200m2 
rectangles 
alongside 

street

club

open space

gathering

central spine

CRITERIA/
AREA

MORPHOLO-
GY & AREA

NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD

STRUCTURES 
THE PEOPLE 

IDENTIFY WITH 
IN THE AREA

ADJACENCY

STRUCTURES 
THE PEOPLE 

IDENTIFY WITH 
NEAR THE 

AREA

LAND-COVER

OWNERSHIP

INFORMAL 
USE

FORMAL USE
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 The inventory layers studied allowed me to understand the people’s way of interacting with their surrounding spaces, thus 
extracting their collective memory.
 At this point, the action plan had revealed 6 main spaces that needed to be reconfigured spatially. The only connection 
of visitors to the residential part of Anjar and the point of interaction of the Anjarians with the outside world, the interface of the 
Umayyad ruins with the village was one of these spaces. My goal being to encourage integration of the Anjarians with the larger 
Lebanese community, studying their meeting point was my next step. This narrowed my focus down to areas J.2, L.1, L.2 and L.4 
(found in the categories of open spaces map and table).
 For this phase, it was important to understand what the archaeological site meant to the Anjarians, and how the 21st 
century meets the 8th century.

Conclusion

Meeting of the archaeological site with the village
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 Surveying the site and developing a base plan was the first step in this phase. The main focus was to identify the 
significance of the archaeological site to Anjarians. For this reason pedestrian patterns were inspected. Information was gathered 
from spending a lot of time on site.
 Studying the meeting point of two time periods created the opportunity to examine identity at yet another scale. It 
allowed me to understand the human landscape of Anjar; how they use nature to shape their immediate surrounding. Identifying 
the functions of vegetation, understanding the vehicular flow, accessibility to the school and archaeological site, visibility, 
extracting the pedestrian patterns, developing sections (understanding the transition and characters of the different open 
spaces), appreciating the people’s understanding of nature and vegetation followed.
 The relationships between the different layers were interpreted in the analysis phase and conclusions were drawn about 
the site and identity.

 Exploration during this phase allowed me to identify the different functions of the same types of vegetation, the visual 
connections and barriers, the vehicular and pedestrian flows. Drawing sections helped me understand the relationships between 
the open spaces. Accessibility to the 2 main attractions on site (church/school, archaeological site) was examined as well.

INVENTORY: SITE SCALE

Methodology

Findings
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privatepublic semi-private (churches)

Typologies of open spaces 1/3000

J.2

L.1 J.2

J.3
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Vegetation functions
screening grid gathering area urban agriculture

urban greening 1/3000

Grid Screening/urban greening

Grid Screening/urban greening
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Visibility

visual connection

vision blocked

1/3000

Visual connection between Armenian Evangelical church and Umayyad ruins
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Vegetation functions

functional access point non-functional access point

1/3000

North gate of the Umayyad ruins Non-functional access point to school
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open space residential civic

commercial (ground level) & residential

Landuse 1/3000

Commercial hub of the village
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Pedestrian patterns

male youth female youth male adults

female adults

1/3000
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1/3000Vehicular flow

Intersection of 4 streets

Intersection of 5 streets



Section D 1/250

Section B 1/250
Section C 1/250

Section A 1/250

 Having examined aspects relevant to the issue/concept, the next step was to relate one layer to another, in order to reach conclusions 
and be able to take decisions.

Conclusion

Site plan 1/3000
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 Taking the information gathered in the previous inventory phase, and putting them in relation with one another in order to 
draw conclusions was the aim of the analysis. The process included superposing layers of inventory that would help me understand 
the identity of the Anjarians better.
 The typologies of open spaces map was combined with the vegetation functions map, the vegetation functions map with the 
visibility and accessibility map and the landuse map with the pedestrian patterns. A slope analysis was extracted from the contour 
lines. Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of the site were extracted in the constraints and opportunities maps.
 The interesting aspect in conducting an a thorough inventory followed by analysis is that you as an investigator stay 
objective, all preconceptions about the site are put aside and you follow the clues in order to reach a conclusion.

 Analysis showed that in residential lots urban agriculture is dominant. In civic spaces, vegetation is used as a screen in most 
cases, a gathering area, a grid or urban greening. This pattern is repeated in municipal lots, meaning that most public spaces have 
a vegetative screen blocking visual connection. However, in some cases, the repetition is broken to create a visual connection or 
mark entrances.
 As mentioned earlier, churches and schools have a balanced ratio of women/men, girls/boys. A female pedestrian flow is 
dominant on the commercial strip, whereas a male flow dominates the rest of the streets. 
 A lack of dense pedestrian flow near the archaeological site marks the disconnection of the Anjarians with their link to the 
outside world. The location of the commercial strip on the road leading to the ruins shows their desire to make a profit from it. The 
ruins are objectified by the Anjarians, they don’t identify with it.

ANALYSIS: SITE SCALE

Methodology

Findings

characters of open spaces shaped by vegetation
Vegetation functions / Typology of open spaces 1/3000
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Landuse and pedestrian patterns are conclusively linked
Pedestrian patterns / Landuse analysis 1/3000

visibility controlled by vegetation patterns
Vegetation functions / Visibility analysis 1/3000
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Slopes are mostly mild, only one street has a slope greater that 8%
2-5% 0-2%>8% 5-8%

Slope analysis 1/3000
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Multiple access point to school, mixed landuse meaning different age groups, 
plenty of public open spaces, visual connection from church to ruins 
Opportunities 1/3000

1. The type of open space dictates the vegetation functions;
2.  Vegetation controls visibility and accessibility;
3. Landuse influences pedestrian patterns;
4. Most slopes are mild;
5. The lack of visibility of the archaeological site and church/school, as well as the fast vehicular flow are constraints to be dealt with;
6. The variety in landuse (commercial, archaeological, civic) and pedestrians, as well as the visual connection from the Umayyad ruins 
to the church are opportunities to be taken advantage of.

Conclusion

1/3000Constraints

Dangerous vehicular flow, grid of trees limiting activities, screening vegetation 
disrupting visibility
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PNANGAR: COMMUNITY SPACES WITHIN A LANDSCAPE 
NARRATIVE / SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL TRAIL

 This chapter covers the solutions to the social issue of Anjar. After understanding the important aspects of the 
Anjarian identity, it is time to provide resolutions in line with the previous findings. Like the previous chapter, we will be 
moving from the landscape scale to the site scale, laying out proposals for each.
 The general idea is to funnel down people from the Lebanese and Lebanese/Armenian communities, giving the 
Anjarians the opportunity to warm up to visitors and not be overwhelmed by them. The landscape architecture will attract 
specific type of users, those interested in ecological systems, cultural landscapes and Armenian rural landscapes with a 
Lebanese twist.
 This idea will materialized in the form of trails, passing through the complex systems making up the village. Focus 
will be appointed to the communal identity trail, the one passing through the residential part of Anjar. The intent of the 
project being the integration of the Anjarians with the wider communities, the interface of the village with the ruins will be 
detailed in the upcoming semester.

 The chapter will explain the concepts on the 3 different scales. Each concept is preceded by a case study that 
has helped me.

Narrative through interpretive landscapes: series of trails
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CASE STUDY: LA MOIXINA

Landscape Architects: RCR Lab.A Workshop

 La Moixina is a wetland in Olot, Girona, Spain. During the workshop, we were to extract the essence of La Moixina, and 
create multiple trails suitable for different types of users. The interventions were very subtle and blending with their surroundings.
 The aim was to connect the natural wetland area to the town of Olot. They were separated by a highway and 
agricultural lands. Series of small ponds would restore the wetlands, an entrance to the park was designed, and finally trails of 
different themes would reveal the identity of La Moixina.
 Seasonality was an important aspect taken into consideration, so was the user’s needs.

ANTESALA
ENTRANCE PAVILION

JARDINES BOTANICOS
BOTANIC GARDENS

ZONA INFANTIL
CHILDRENS PLAYGROUND

PARC NOU AGORA
PARC NOU SQUARE

PARC NOU ESPACIO CULTIVO COMUNITARIO
PARC NOU COMMUNITY GARDEN

OAK BOSQUE
OAK FOREST

VISTA PANORAMICAS
PANARAMIC VIEW

ESPACIO DE CONTEMPLACION
CONTEMPLATION SPACE

CANAL
CANAL

PLEIN AIR PINTURA DEL PAISAJE
EN PLEIN AIR LANDSCAPE PAINTING

HOTEL
HOTEL

RESTAURANTE
RESTAURANT

PARKING
PARKING

EL CAMI DE LES FONTS
PATH OF THE FOUNTAINS

EL CAMI DE LES INDIANES
PATH OF THE INDIANES

EL CAMI A L’ORIGEN
PATH OF THE ORIGEN

EL CAMI DEL PARC NOU
PATH OF THE ORIGEN

AIGUAMOIXOS
WETLANDS

ELS SENTITS DE LA MOIXINA

EL JARDI SECRET
SECRET GARDEN
FUENTES
FOUNTAINS

LAS INDIANES
THE INDIANES

ZONA DE PICNIC
PICNIC AREA

TOSSOLS
VOLCANIC MOUND

MOLINO
MILL

FAGEDA

FAGEDA

BOSC DE TOSCA

BARCELONA

TOSSOLS - BASIL

FRANCIA

EL CAMÍ DE LES FONTS
1.0 km    30 min 
El rEcorrido quE conEcta la ciudad dE olot con 
El Espacio dE la Moixina a través dE la cota 438 
y nos dEscubrE los principalEs valorEs dE la 
Moixina dEsdE su visión Más global. EstE caMino 
Es El rEcorrido dE conExión hacia los distintos 
itinErarios quE nos llEvan al intErior dEl parquE 
natural, hacia la FagEda d’En Jordà, o hacia El 
bosc dE tosca.

EL CAMÍ DE LES INDIANES
0.4 km    12 min 
El caMino por los valorEs históricos dE la Moixina. 
El rEcorrido coMiEnza En El Molino, ElEMEnto dE 
origEn MEdiEval y continúa a través dE las indianas. 
En EstE caMino dEscubriMos la historia dEl lugar En 
su ForMa Más antrópica.

EL CAMÍ A L’ORIGEN
1.0 km    30 min 
Es El caMino hacia El origEn dEl paisaJE dE la Moixina. 
dEsdE la partE volcánica dE los tussols llEgaMos 
hasta las FuEntEs Más naturalEs, dondE El contacto 
con El Entorno sE intEnsiFica y Explica la crEación dE 
los aiguaMoixos

EL CAMÍ DEL PARC NOU
0.5 km    15 min 
El caMino dE los valorEs socialEs y botánicos dE la 
Moixina. Es El punto dE conExión con la ciudad dE 
olot y transición hacia El parquE natural. 

OLOT

Tourist map to be handed to the visitors

Subtle intervention in La Moixina
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CONCEPT: LANDSCAPE SCALE

 The first step in developing a concept was identifying interesting locations, based on ecological, historic or aesthetic 
values. Once the areas were chosen, they were organized into one of the 3 basic needs of human survival: water, food or shelter. 
Untangling the elements was a way of connecting them, creating the different trails.

 The first trail is the ‘water trail’, the ecological trail, the one revealing the origins of Anjar. This pedestrian track takes the 
visitor from the Source of Anjar to the national cemetery, an important ecological zone, home to many rare birds and mammals. 
The next stop is the Chamsine source, another force of nature the Anjarians have utilized to shape the village. Then comes the 
wetland, which is the focal point of ‘Hima Anjar’ due to its ecological values. The last stop is the archaeological ruins, also home 
to rare fauna species, due to adequate flora combinations. After completing the trail, the visitor is returned to the Anjar Source. It 
is important to note that the trail is flexible and allows the reader of the landscape to skip the stops they want and advance to 
one more interesting to them. 
(Refer to p. 52 ‘water: origins of Anjar/ecological trail’)

 The second trail is the ‘food trail’, where visitors will be familiarized with the agricultural techniques used by the villagers. 
The irrigation channels will be explored, hinting at the harsh conditions of the first few years, when the channels were dug to drain 
the area from malaria. The trail covers well-irrigated lands, those irrigated by gravity, panoramic views of the Beqaa and the 
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon mountain ranges. The last stop is at the restaurants area, where the readers can enjoy traditional 
Armenian and Lebanese cuisine, in the heart of nature.
(Refer to p. 52 ‘food: self-sufficiency of Anjar’)

 The third trail is the ‘shelter trail’ revealing the communal identity of Anjar. This one passes through the residential area. 
At this point the stops along the trail follow sequential ordering, meaning important time periods that marked the story of the 
Anjarians. This concept will be explained further in the next phase.
(Refer to p. 53 ‘shelter: communal identity of Anjar’)

 All of the trails are extremely flexible and are only providing the reader of the landscape with the tools to decipher the 
identity. Hence, the stops on the trails are interpretive landscapes, meaning the reader of the place can put the narrative together 
in any way they want.

 Visitors have the option to chose either trail, or take on the ‘natural trail’ (combining the water and food trails), or read 
the landscape of the entire town.
(Refer to p. 54)

 The case study on the previous page is similar to my project since they are both situated in very natural areas and the 
interventions will be very subtle, almost invisible, only enhancing the potential of the site itself.

Untangling the different layers to tell a story
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The basic needs for human survival
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Natural infrastructure | narrative through interpretive landscapes
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Narrative concept collage: Water
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Narrative concept collage: Shelter
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Narrative concept collage: Food
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Narrative concept collage
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 The landscape architecture at this scale is only responsible for creating a subtle trail, probably consisting of repeated 
elements, using visual connections.

 To be able to move forward with my idea, I had to chose a focus area for further development. In order to ensure the 
Anjarians’ connection to the outside world, the trail going through the residential area was detailed. It is in this area that the 
visitors will be in direct contact with the villagers, encouraging integration. Focusing on the entry zone to the village will also allow 
me to cater for their needs, contributing to the regeneration of the village, hence the preservation of the cultural heritage and 
the landscape narrative.
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CASE STUDY: MAKING SPACE IN DALSTON

Landscape Architects: J & L Gibbons landscape architecture & muf architecture/art
Area: 925.000 m2
Client: London Borough of Hackney, Design for London / London Development Agencyt

 Making Space in Dalston presents an alternative approach to regeneration inspired by the diverse and creative 
community of Dalston. It helps develop a shared vision with the residents, businesses and organisations. Strategic interventions, such 
as release spaces, host spaces, way-finding, heritage, green routes, semi-public spaces and cultural programming, create amenity 
spaces, develop a cultural programming and management.
 The landscape architects’ strategy was to value what is there (identifying existing open spaces and buildings of value), 
nurture the possible and define what is missing, adopting a participatory approach.
 The multi-functional spaces appeal to a wide range of users.

Different interventions in Dalston, serving the needs of the community

Concept

Princess May school garden
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CONCEPT: RESIDENTIAL AREA SCALE

 Having defined the important areas within the residential area, the next step was to sequence them chronologically, 
based on historical events: periodization.

 The entry point to the residential area is from the Umayyad ruins, it is called ‘the portal’. This zone is a gathering area for 
the visitors of the trail and the archaeological site, which is chronologically speaking the first structure built in Anjar. This is also 
where the Anjarians camped in the beginning, while construction of the ‘French rooms’ was yet to be completed. 
 The second stop of this trail is ‘the tonir square’.  Here, the visitors can enjoy traditional Anjarian cuisine. Food being a 
basic human need, it was a priority for the Anjarians to develop in 1939. In fact, the ‘tonir ’ and other food-making devices were 
the first built elements in the village.
 The third stop is ‘the potion garden’. In this area the elderly of the village will have a chance to share their knowledge of 
native wild medicinal herbs with the visitors and the younger generations of Anjarians, who lack expertise in this field. This botanical 
garden will be a collection of the herbs used by the early settlers to treat diseases or even nourish on. Chronologically speaking, 
treating diseases came right after securing their nourishment needs.
 The fourth stop, ‘the aqueous imaginarium’, is a playground that transforms traditional elements from the early days of the 
village into playful elements for kids. Here, in the playground of the Protestant community school, kids of the neighbourhood will 
learn about storm water collection, and ways of helping them deal with the summer drought. Research showed that the kids and 
the elderly of Anjar are in need of activities. These two areas will cater their needs. Also, the Armenian Evangelical church was the 
first one built, and it served as an educational centre for the kids of the village.
 The fifth stop is ‘the social orchard’, where the reader will experience a walk in the apple orchards belonging to St. Paul 
Armenian Orthodox church. They will have the option of fruit picking or simply enjoying the walk. Anjar is famous for its apples, and 
it started once they were stable enough to move away from planting seasonal vegetables.
 The sixth stop is ‘the provision expansion’. It will be a communal area where provision-making equipment will be provided 
for the Anjarians. They can also exhibit their skills as amazing cooks to the visitors. Preparing for the harsh winters in Anjar were 
always part of the Anjarian’s life.
 The seventh stop, will be another playground for the kids of the remaining 3 neighbourhoods called ‘the fantasy garden’. 
The playground will be integrated with the nearby forest, creating an imaginary/fantasy landscape. Our lady of the Rosary 
Armenian Catholic church was the second church to be built, which is where ‘the provision expansion’ and ‘the fantasy garden’ are 
located.
 The trails continues to St. Paul Armenian Orthodox church, the third one built, where the visitors will come in contact with 
the Armenian Genocide memorial. In this ‘memory landscape’, the reader will learn the story of the deportations.
 The ninth and final stop of the trail passes through the newest part of the village, where civic functions are concentrated, 
such as the municipality and HMEM club. This area being a focal congregation point for the youth, will allow the visitors to 
experience the daily life of a youngster in Anjar.
(Refer to p. 58)

 As like the other trails, this one is also flexible and allows the visitor to stop, look back, make sense of things, return to a 
previous stage, jump forward... 
 As for the connections between stops, a sidewalk will be added to lateral roads, and transversal ones will be pedestrianized. 
For this reason in the next phase streetscape projects were studied.

 The case study on the previous page has a very interesting approach. Value what is there, nurture the possible and 
define what us missing. This is an approach I tried to adopt in ‘the landscape narrative of Anjar’. Areas valuable to the citizens 
were mapped and redefined according to their needs. By doing so, the architects regenerated the entire area, which is what I 
hope to accomplish.
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1. The Portal - 1939

2. The Potion Garden / The Aqueous Imaginarium - 1939

In this area the interface between the archaeological site and the town of Anjar is perforated in order to bring the 
two together. 
Here is the starting point to the 3 proposed trails. A blending contrast between old and new materials is proposed.

This area will be a botanical garden of medicinal herbs used by the refugees of Mousa Ler during their early lives 
as Anjarians.
Emphasis will be given to the water fountains, an important infrastructural element. 
Again, a contrast between the historical water fountains and the added pathways are implied.
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3. The Memory Landscape - 1941

2. The Social Orchard - 1952

Here, visitors will visit the memorial dedicated to the 40 days heroic battle of Mousa Ler. The site also offers a 
perspective view of the rest of the village.
A seating area will be provided for rest  and  contemplation.

Here, visitors will enjoy a walk along the apple orchards belonging to St. Paul’s church.
An optional fruit picking activity can take place as well, generating revenue to the church and providing the 
visitors with an authentic Anjarian experience.
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5. Neo Mousa-Ler - 1939

6. The Fantasy Garden / The Provision Expansion - 1952

This exhibition area promotes local artists of Anjar. This will bring recognition to the town as well as the artists, and it 
will allow for interaction between the locals and the visitors.
It is an ephemeral space, depending on touristic activity and needs of locals.

In the Catholic school/church complex a playground for kids will be designed as well as a rest stop for the visitors, 
where they can enjoy traditional Anjarian cuisine and witness the locals prepare their provisions for winter.
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 The concept has to be developed into an actual design. However, at this stage it is not possible to reach a full design 
on all 9 stops in the communal identity trail. For this reason, I decided to focus on the entry point to the residential zone of Anjar.

7. The Gathering - 1958

This is the current gathering area for the youth of the town of Anjar.
Restoring the clock tower in the main square is part of the strategy.
The visitors will get a chance to see the locals interact with each other, and integrate with them.
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SCHEMATIC DESIGN

 The program developed at this stage is very diagrammatic and shows the relationships between spaces as well as the 
vehicular and pedestrian circulations. The diagram on the facing page shows which streets will be pedestrianized and which ones 
will cater both cars and people.
 The flow of people is also shown on the diagram, however, the user is free to deviate from the proposed route, since the 
interventions are subtle and based on visual connection and repetition.
 As mentioned in the previous phase, the 4 main spaces will accommodate multiple types of users including visitors, the 
elderly of Anjar and the kids of the neighbourhood.
 At this scale, the visitors will be able to explore the human landscape of Anjar, by interacting with the community itself 
and experiencing part of their daily lives.

THE PORTAL: INTERFACE BETWEEN THE UMMAYAD 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AND THE VILLAGE OF ANJAR

 This chapter tackles the final focus area, the PORTAL: the interface between the Umayyad archaeological site 
and the village of Anjar, as well as the second along the people trail (to a schematic level). 
 The PORTAL is the starting point of all of the trails, having the archaeological site as an attraction. The design 
development focused on this area alone.

 The design consists of perforating this interface. By enhancing the connection of the Anjarians to the ruins, the 
project aims to enhance their connection to the visitors, thus perforation the border between them.
 The site is a linear one, taking the visitor from point A to point B, from where they can choose to continue with 
either trail. It is also where the locals meet the visitors, suiting the needs of both users, thus having one main promenade 
where the two can interact, and a secondary more hidden walk among the pine and cypress trees (resembling municipal 
lots) where a different type of interaction is possible.
 
 The project starts with the parking, bordering the Western side of the archaeological site, that takes the visitor to 
the entry point of the promenade. Here, an entry pavilion will welcome the visitors and provide them with the necessary 
information (here is where brochures will be handed to them). 
 On the walk from the pavilion to the entrance/exit of the ruins, the visitor will discover medicinal herbs used by 
the Anjarians during the early years of resettlement on one side (ancillary botanic garden) and a pine/cypress forest on 
the other (extension of the existing forest within the archaeological fence).
 The perforation of the entry/exit to the ruins is responded by an amphitheatre, overlooking the ruins. Here is a 
possible area for concerts and festivals.
 The visitor will later continue walking along the pathway to arrive a highpoint, from where a clear view towards 
the rest of the people trail appears. This last stop is also where the promenade meets the main street of Anjar and 
where the water sources of Anjar are brought back through shallow water features, reminding us of the potable drinking 
fountains in Armenia (blblag). This will be a multipurpose square that could be used during different events and holidays.
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Study of the morphology of the site

CONCEPT: SITE SCALE

 This part explains the concept adopted in the portal: perforations, as well as some analytical sketches of the site.
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Continutity in the horizontal / perforations in the vertical

Smooth vs. rough textures

Concept diagram / Perforations
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Starting point of other trails

Accessibility

Circulation

Vegetation

Multifunctional square during different events

markets ‘vartavar’ (water festival) workshops

THE DESIGN: THE PORTAL

 This part starts off by the design diagrams that help explain the design by separating them into multiple layers. We also 
get an idea about the different activities in the last stop the ‘Vartavar square’.
 The design is illustrated by the layout plan giving the general sense of the project. Sections, details and 3D views further 
elucidate the design.
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Layout plan 1/ 500

Panoramic view of archaeological enclosure
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Section CC 1/400

Section BB 1/100Section AA 1/100

Key plan
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View 1
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View 2
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View 3
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Lighting plan
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THE LIGHTING DESIGN
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THE HARDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Hardscape plan
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Paving detail 1/100
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Amphitheater detailed section 1/40

Bench part of concrete pathway 1/20

Bench/retaining wall 1/20

Freestanding bench 1/20
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THE PLANTING DESIGN

Softscape plan

Capparis spinosa

caper, الغبار, սուրը ծաղիկ [su-rə 
dza-ghig]

spring

stem mound branching

Matricaria recutita

chamomile, بابونج, ապրիմ-մեռնիմ 
[ab-rim mer-nim]

summer

branching

Brassica juncea

brown mustard, كرنب اسيل, 
մանիխ [ma-nikh]

early spring

Papaver rhoeas

corn poppy, خشخاش, 
շխիխ [shə-khikh]

spring

upright

Softscape palette

fumitory, بقلة املليك 

Fumaria officinalis

summer/fall

branching

Vicia lutea hirta

shaggy vetch, գլուրակ [k-lu-rag]

late summer

branching

Portulaca oleracea

purslane, بقلة, փրփրիմ [pr-pr-im]

summer

little bur-clover, դրամ [tə-ram]

summer

spreading

Medicago minima
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1/1000

Pinus pinea

pine

Populus alba

poplar

Cupressus ssp.

cypress

Ecballium elaterium

squirting cucumber, فقوس الحامر, 
ճռթաթան [djər-ta-tan]

summer/fall

emergent branching

Eryngium creticum

field eryngo, قرصعنة, իլվիլէկ կծէկ 
[il-vih-leg g-dzeg]

summer

branching

Eryngium maritimum

sea holly, قرصعنة, սումպաք 
[sum-bak]

summer

Silybum marianum

milk-thistle, خرقيش خامل, խուլիխ 
[khu-likh]

late spring/mid summer

emergent
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Planting detail

‘Sour’ garden elevation

Study of the medicinal plants used
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1/200

Matrix planting scheme

Portulaca oleracea 31%
Vicia lutea hirta 31%
Fumaria officinalis 31%
Medicago minima 3.5%
Ecballium elaterium 3.5%
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CONCLUSIONS

 To summarize, the Armenians who were forced out of ‘Mousa Ler’ made themselves a new home in Anjar. However, 
they have secluded themselves from neighbouring communities, preventing integration, an integral aspect of refugee 
identity, to take place. This isolation is contributing to the decline of the village.
 To solve this issue as a landscape architect, I will try to infiltrate people into Anjar very slowly and for short 
periods of time. By doing so the villagers will slowly integrate with the outside world. The design will also cater for the 
needs of the Anjarians.

 The concept will materialize through trails serving the needs of both visitors and locals. The trail will pass through 
spaces of value, giving the visitor the chance to decipher the identity of Anjar at their own pace and interpretation. The 
spaces called interpretive landscapes, will be part of a landscape narrative, exploring identity at multiple scales.
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